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This paper studies the topological aspects of stable functions. A basic notion of open sets, called 
stable neighbourhoods, is introduced. Stable neighbourhoods are shown to characterize stable 
functions. Constructions of stable neighbourhoods in the category of coherent spaces and the 
category of dI-domains are given with respect to type constructions in these categories. 
1. Introduction 
A less standard but important framework for the denotational semantics of pro- 
gramming languages is the category of dI-domains with stable functions. Stable 
functions were discovered by Berry [2] from the study of the full-abstraction problem 
for typed lb-calculi. He introduced the category of dI-domains, which are special kinds 
of Scott domains with a more operational nature. The functions on dI-domains are 
stable functions under an order which takes into account the manner in which they 
compute. Stable functions have also found use in modelling concurrency. The stable 
event structures of Winskel [9] give a category in which constructions like the 
partially synchronous product can be used to model languages like CCS and CSP 
quite smoothly. Another important category which uses stable functions is the 
coherent spaces brought into popularity by Girard. They have been recently used to 
model system F [S], and for a semantics of linear logic [6]. 
Topological concepts have been shown to be very useful in computer science. We 
can think of a topological space as a data type, open sets as properties, and points in 
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the space as computations. This idea has been shown to be particularly useful in 
understanding the relationship between denotational semantics and program logics 
Cl, 111. 
A claimed advantage of dI-domains (with stable functions) over Scott domains 
seems to be that “finiteness is finiteness” [6], i.e., in dI-domains finite elements are 
exactly those which dominate finitely many elements. However, I think it is fair to 
point out that one should not overstress one aspect (finiteness) and forget the other 
(topological treatment). There is an elegant topological characterization of continu- 
ous functions on Scott domains which makes it convenient to study the relationship of 
denotational semantics and program logic. How about stable functions? 
The purpose of this paper is to explore the topological properties related to stable 
functions and study the constructions on the resulting topological spaces. We intro- 
duce stable neighbourhoods to characterize stable functions. A dI-domain can be seen 
as a collection of computations of a certain type. The stable neighbourhoods of the 
dI-domain can be taken as properties about the computations. Constructions on 
dI-domains can be seen as ways to combine computations together. The correspond- 
ing constructions on stable neighbourhoods generate proof rules to reason about 
computation in the stable world. As many key rules for Scott’s framework of continu- 
ous functions are no longer sound with respect to the stable order (note that the rule 
AFA’ B’EB 
A’+B’ t A-B’ 
typical for Scott’s function space, is not appropriate for stable functions, as will be seen 
later), we have to investigate the constructions of stable neighbourhoods carefully to 
find the right proof rules. 
It is regarded as important to be able to determine the points (computations) by 
their properties. And the properties of a computation should be determined by those 
of its components. The constructions of stable neighbourhoods should meet these 
requirements, and that makes them nontrivial. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces stable neighbour- 
hoods and studies their basic properties. Section 3 deals with constructions of stable 
neighbourhoods in the category of dI-domains. Section 4 deals with constructions of 
stable neighbourhoods with respect to type constructions in the category of coherent 
spaces. 
2. Stable neigbbourboods 
Scott open sets play an important role in domain theory. They are essential to the 
logics of domains where open sets are regarded as properties, and constructions on 
them provide proof rules. This is because Scott open sets have many nice properties, 
which include 
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Let D be a Scott domain. We have [D-CO] zQ(D), i.e., the continuous functions 
[D-CO] with the pointwise order are isomorphic to Scott open sets of D, with set 
inclusion as the order. The isomorphism is given by f+-+f -‘( T). Now consider 
a dI-domain D and a stable function f: D-0. f-l{ T} is a Scott open set as f is 
continuous. If xly and x, y of -i { T } then x n y~f - ’ ( T } since stable functions 
preserve meets of compatible elements. This simple analysis leads to the following 
definition. 
Definition 2.1. Let D be a dI-domain. U is a stable neighbourhood of D if 
l U is Scott-open, and 
0 (x?y & X,YEU) =+ xnycU. 
Write the set of stable neighbourhoods of a dI-domain D as SN(D). SN(D) does 
not necessarily form a topology. It is closed under finite intersections but not 
under arbitrary unions. However, stable neighbourhoods are closed under disjoint 
unions. 
Definition 2.2. A disjunctive space is a pair (S,.&“), where S is a set and JV is 
a collection of subsets of S satisfying the following properties: 
l M is closed under finite intersection; 
l M is closed under disjoint union, i.e., 
(ViEI. UiEAfl) & (Uin Uj=0 for every i#j) * u U,EJlr. 
isl 
A subset in Jf is called a neighbourhood. 
Clearly, a topological space is a disjunctive space, but not vice versa. However, 
many notions on topological spaces can be introduced to disjunctive spaces without 
much change. A base of the disjunctive space Jf is a subset 6!8 G &” such that every 
neighbourhood is a disjoint union of members from 93. A subbase of Jr is a subset 
JZZ E JV such that every neighbourhood is a disjoint union of finite intersections of the 
elements of .d. 
Suppose XES and M is a disjunctive space on S. Let .Px be the collection of 
neighbourhoods each of which contains x. Then Px has the following properties: 
l UEPx & us VEJlr * VEPx:; 
l UEPx & vEgx =3 Un VEPx:; 
l for any disjoint collection of U,‘s in JV, Ui.,Ui~~~ * Ui~~~ for some i. 
A space is called r, if whenever Px =.Y,,, we also have x = y. Forgetting about 
the point x, we call any collection 9 of neighbourhoods with the foregoing 
three properties a complete prime filter in Jf. A space is sober if it is TO and 
for each complete prime filter 9 in ,Ir, there is some point x such that gx=P. 
Intuitively, a space is sober if it is completely determined by its lattice of properties 
(neighbourhoods). 
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The collection of stable neighbourhoods of a dI-domain indeed forms a disjunctive 
space. Moreover, (SN(D), G) is a complete lattice. It is, however, not necessarily 
distributive. The following definition will be used later. 
Definition 2.3. K is a compact stable neighbourhood of SN(D) if K is a compact 
Scott-open set and a stable neighbourhood. Write KSN(D) for the set of compact 
stable neighbourhoods of SN(D). P is a prime stable neighbourhood of SN(D) if there 
exists a finite element d in D such that P=dT, where dt =def {XED 1 x z d}. 
Iff:D+O is a stable function then, clearly,f-‘( T) is a stable neighbourhood. On 
the other hand, suppose U is a stable neighbourhood of D. Then F(U) is a stable 
function. where 
F(U)(x)=def 
T if xEU, 
I if x@D\U). 
However, set inclusion on stable neighbourhoods does not determine the stable order. 
In [S-,0], for example, two stable functions 2x.x and 2x.T have the property 
VUESN(B). (2x.x)-‘(U) c (Rx.T)-‘(U), but we do not have 2x.x ~~ Ax.T. 
Suppose U, V are stable neighbourhoods of D such that F(U) cs F(V), where 
F: SN(D)+[D+,O] is defined in the previous paragraph. Then for any x, y in D, x r= y 
implies F(U)(x)=F(U)(y)nF(V)(x). Ob viously, XE V when XE U, i.e., U E V. More- 
over, whenever x E y E U but x$U, it must also be true that x$ V. This means 
a minimal point of U must also be a minimal point of V. 
Definition 2.4. Let D be a dI-domain. The set of minimal points of U&N(D), written 
as pU, consists of rn~ U such that Vx & m. xEU =r x=m. For U, VESN(D), U is 
minimally less than V, written as U c,, V, if PU 5 pV. 
Clearly, ga is an equivalence relation. U cP V implies U E V but not vice versa. 
Note that if UC, W and U G Vc W, then U E,V. U &,V if and only if 
3 W&N(D). V= U u W & U n W= 8. Every minimal point of a stable neighbourhood 
is a finite element. The following propositions are now immediate. 
Proposition 2.5. Let D be a dl-domain. We have [D -,O] ?SN(D), with the stable order 
on [D-sCJ’] and L,, on SN(D), where the isomorphism is given by 
f++f-l(T). 
Proposition 2.6. U&N(D) implies that there is some K c Do, a pairwise incompatible 
set. such that 
u= u {kf 1 kEK). 
Here Do represents the set offinite elements of D. 
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Suppose f:D-+E is stable. For any g: E+O, there 
h: D-0 which makes the diagram in Fig. 1 commute. 
is a unique stable function 
f 
D-E 
\’ h Y 0 
Fig. 1. 
This implies that for any g:E-+O, f-‘(g-l(T))=h-‘(T)ESN(D), or, for any 
UgSN(E), f-‘(U)&N(D), by Proposition 2.5. In general, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Let D, E be dl-domains. f: D+E is stable if and only if 
VU&N(E). f -‘(U)&N(D). 
For stable functionsf;g, f ~~ g if and only if 
KkSN(E).f-‘(U)F,g-‘(U). 
Proof. The proof for the first part is routine. 
We show the sufficiency of the second part, since the necessity of it is implied by 
Proposition 2.5. For any XED and d of in E”, we have drESN(E) and 
f - ’ (d r) c g - ’ (d T). Therefore, d & g(x) and, hence, f E g under the Scott order. Let 
x&y in D, d’EE”, and y A yo~pf-‘(d’T). By assumption, yogpg-‘(d’f). 
d’ c f(y)ng(x) =- xEg-‘(d/T) & ycf -‘(d’f) 
* Yofx & YonxEg-‘(d’f) 
* yonx=yo (as YoEpg-‘(d’f)) 
* xayo 
* f(x) of 2 d’. 
Therefore, f(x) 2 f(y) ng(x). In other words, f F s g. 0 
We remark that if f ~~ g and xEpg_ ’ (A), where A is a stable neighbourhood and 
x~f-‘(A), then it must be true that x~pj-l(A). 
3. Constructions in the category of d&domains 
This section studies constructions of stable neighbourhoods in the category of 
dI-domains with respect to type constructions in this category. 
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As stated earlier, a dI-domain can be seen as a collection of computations of 
a certain type. The stable neighbourhoods of the dI-domain can be taken as properties 
about the computations. Constructions on dI-domains can be seen as ways to 
combine the computations together. Suppose x is a computation of type D, having 
property A, written as x+ A, and y is a computation of type E, having property B, 
written as yl= B. If we combine the computations x of D and y of E together to get 
a computation (x op y) of type [D op E] (here op is some domain construction like 
sum, product, or stable function space), can we deduce some property of (x op y) from 
the facts x I= A and yl= B? This question leads to constructions (A op B) on properties 
A and B, so that from x I= A and y I= B one deduces (x op y) I= (A op B). 
There can be different ways to combine a stable neighbourhood A of D and a stable 
neighbourhood B of E together to get a stable neighbourhood (A op B) of [D op E]. 
But the following are some criteria for good constructions on stable neighbourhoods. 
In fact, most interesting to us are the behaviours of the constructions on compact 
stable neighbourhoods: 
l if A is a stable neighbourhood of D and B is a stable neighbourhood of E, then 
(A op B) should be a stable neighbourhood of [D op E]; 
l stable neighbourhoods of the form (A opB) should form a subbase of 
KD~PEI>SN(CD~PEI)); 
l if (D, SN(D)) and (E, SN(E)) are sober spaces, then so is ([D op E], SN([D op El)). 
The first condition requires that (AopB) is well-defined. The second condition 
states that stable neighbourhoods of the form (A op B) are expressive enough. The 
third condition implies that we can reconstruct the points of the domain from the 
collection of stable neighbourhoods. All the constructions we are going to introduce 
do have the above properties. However, some of the proofs are obvious and we do not 
always explicitly check them all. 
Suppose D and E are dl-domains. Similar to Scott domains, it is easy to get the 
stable neighbourhoods of D + E, D x E and DI from those of D and E, with the 
requirements for good constructions satisfied. But how can we get the stable neigh- 
bourhoods of [D +s E] from those of D and E directly? 
Let us first have a look at how we dealt with this problem for the Scott topology. 
If A and B are compact Scott-open sets of D and E, respectively, then 
A+B={h:D+EIAch-‘(B)} IS a compact Scott-open set of [D-E]. There is 
another way to look at this. Since A and B are Scott-open sets, they correspond to 
some functionsf,: D+G, gB: E-O. Set inclusion on open sets determines the point- 
wise order; hence, kA+B if and only iffa c_ ~~0 h (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 
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This suggests that, for dI-domains, we should use Fig. 3, where the pointwise order is 
replaced by the stable order. Thus, one can define ~EA-+B to meanfA &SgB 0 h. By 
Theorem 2.7, however& F S gs 0 h if and only if A E Ic h- 1 (B). The following definition 
is reasonable. 
Definition 3.1. Let D, E be dI-domains, AEKSN(D) and BEKSN(E). Define A+B to 
be the set 
Following the view mentioned at the beginning of this section, let us think of 
a stable functionfas a computation of type [D +s E] which consumes some informa- 
tion of type D and produces some information of type E (here we can identify the 
computations of type D and E as data, or information, of type D and E, respectively). 
What does it mean intuitively for a computation of [D +s E] to have a property A-+& 
where A is a property of type D and B is a property of type E? The properties 
appropriate for stable functions are those which are determined by a set of incompat- 
ible minimal information. We can say thatfhas property A+B iffcan produce some 
information with property B from any input information with property A; moreover, 
a necessary information of property A is also a necessary information forfto produce 
some information with property B. We can also say that ,f has property A+B 
if whenever f can produce an output (information) with property B, there is always 
some minimal input information x for f to do so. If this minimal information x 
happens to be consistent with property A, then it must also be a minimal information 
of property A. 
We have to show that the construction given in Definition 3.1 does indeed meet the 
first criteria set at the beginning of the section, i.e., the construction is well defined. For 
that purpose we have to introduce a characterization of finite elements in the stable 
function space. 
Definition 3.2. Letf: D-+E be a stable function, where D, E are dI-domains. Define pf 
to be a set of pairs such that (a,p)Epfif 
(f(u) 3 p & Vu’ E a.f(a’) 2 p) =a u=a’, 
where acD”, the set of finite elements of D and BEEP, the set of complete primes of E. 
The finite elements in the stable function space are captured by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. LetJgE[D +s E].fFsg ifund only ifpff~ pg. For {(ai,bi) 1 kl} G Do x Ep, 
{(“ifbi) I i~~}=ccf 
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for some f~ [D -+S E] if and only if 
0 VJ CfinI. {Ui ) iEJ}r * {bi 1 igJ}t, 
0 aitaj & (bi=bj) ~ (Ui=Uj), 
l VbEEP.(biZb =z- 3j.bj=b & Ui~Uj). 
Proof. See [lo]. 0 
When {(ai, bi) ( iel} C_ D O x EP satisfies the three conditions in the above theorem, 
we call { (ai, bi) 1 iEI} stable joinable. Each stable joinable set { (Ui, bi) 1 ill} s Do x EP 
specifies a function 
i Cai, bil = def AXED. u {bi I3igZ. ai c x}. 
They are called step functions. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume AEKSN(D) and BEKSN(E). Then 
(A+B)EKSN( [II +s El). 
Proof. We show the compactness of (A+B), and leave it to the reader to check that 
(A-B) is indeed a stable neighbourhood. We first prove that stable neighbourhoods 
of the form (at-+bt) are compact, where ~GD’, bEE”. Let QP={cgD I c E a}, 
P,={peE’IpEbj, and 
F,b=(flfis a step function & PUG Q. x Pb & a~pf-‘(bt)}. 
We claim that 
(Wt)=q;bgt. 
Y 
It is obvious that 
On the other hand, letfe(at+bt). It can be shown that [a,b,f]~Fi, where 
Ca, b, fl =def k.b n f(a n x). 
Hence, fEU@,Dgf since fzs [a, b,f]. Therefore, (++bt) is compact since Fab is 
a finite set. 
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Write A=Ua(ait), B=Uj,_~(bjt), h w ere I and J are finite and ais are pairwise 
incompatible, bj’s are pairwise incompatible. It is easy to see that 
A-B = (!a:?)+( !h’T) 
= 4 aif+Ubjt icl je.l ) 
Hence, A+B is compact. 0 
We have to restrict A and B to compact open sets. Otherwise, (A-B) can be 
a nonopen set, hence not a stable neighbourhood. Consider the dI-domain Nl, 
formed by attaching a bottom element to the set of nonnegative integers 
N=der{O, 1, . . . . ~1, . .}. Then set N is clearly a stable neighbourhood of NI. The set, 
{f:N14(N c,f-l(T)},’ 1s not open since one can easily produce a chain of stable 
functions whose limit is in this set but not any of the finite approximations. 
We remark that unlike in the case of Scott’s continuous functions, at+br need not 
be a prime stable neighbourhood when a and b are finite elements. 
The theorem given below implies the second and the third properties required for 
a construction of the stable neighbourhoods set at the beginning of the section. In 
particular, this theorem says that for a stable joinable set in the function space, if we 
take the intersection of the stable neighbourhoods (UiT~bit), iel, we get a prime 
stable neighbourhood consisting of all the stable functions which dominate the stable 
step function u isl [ai, bi] under the stable order. 
Theorem 3.5. Let { (ai, bi) 1 ieI } be a stable joinable set. Then 
?, (air-“ir)=[ i IQi,bil] T. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 3.3 that 
It is enough to show that uiE, [ai, bi] is less than or equal to any other stable function 
in nitr(ait+bit). Let g be a stable function in ni,cl(air+bit). For any kl, g(Ui) 2 bi. 
Therefore, for any x in D 
u {bk 1 ak g X) F u {c&k) 1 ak 5 Xl 
i.e., 
l Caitbil (X) C g(X). 
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Suppose x, YED and x G y. Let p G u {bjng(x) 1 aj E y}, where p is a complete prime. 
p c bjng(x) for some j. Therefore, there exists s such that p=b, and aj 1 a,. 
g(asnx)=g(a,)ng(x) zb,. This implies, as g@a,f+bsr), usnx=u, or a, r= x. Hence, 
p G u {br 1 Ui c x). By the prime algebraicity of E, 
g(x)nU{b,(aic_y)=U{bjng(x)(ajcy) C_ U{bi(Urc_X}. 
Now it is easy to see that 
b [lai>bil Esg. q 
From this theorem we can also see that it is possible to get all the compact stable 
neighbourhoods of [D -+,I?] by finite union and intersection of stable neighbour- 
hoods of the form A+B, where A, B are compact stable neighbourhoods of D and E, 
respectively. Moreover, we can get every prime stable neighbourhood in the stable 
function space in this way. Therefore, we have, forL gE[D -+s E], f E, g if and only if 
~E(A+B) implies g@A+B) for all AeKSN(D), BEKSN(E). 
Some proof rules now follow. We let the rules take care of the types themselves. 
Proposition 3.6. Let A, B, C, D be stable neighbourhoods and a a jinite element. Then 
with appropriate types we have 
AnB=@ Z- (AuB)-+C=(A+C)n(B+C), 
AnB=@ * at+(AuB)=(af+A)u(af+B), 
(A+C)n(B-+D) c (AnB)-+(CnD). 
Proof. Only the last inequality needs verification. Letfe(A+C)n(B-+D). We have 
A GJ-~C and B c@~-‘D. One can check that AnB L,(f-lC)n(f-‘D). But 
(f - ’ C) n (f - ’ D) =f - ’ (C n D). Therefore, the desired inequality follows. 0 
Note however, the rule 
A’GA & BcB’ + (A+B)E(A’+B’), 
which is sound for Scott-continuous functions and appeared in Hoare logic, is no 
longer valid for stable functions. That is because with stable functions,fEA+B if and 
only if A &J-l B, not simply A if -'B! 
Fortunately, we do not have a rule which would help. 
Proposition 3.7. Let aED and b, ceE”, where D, E are dl-domains. 
Note that if a’#a”and a’?~” then (a’t+ct)n(a”t+)=0. Hence, UatEa(a’T+ct) 
is a stable neighbourhood of [D -+s E] since it is a disjoint union. 
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Proof. Suppose f+zr--+bt). Then a~pf -lbT. We have f (a) 2 c. Let Q”= n {x)x r a 
&f(x) 7 c}. Clearly, a”& a and u”~pf-‘cT. Hence,fE U,8sa(a’T+ct). •i 
4. Constructions in the category of coherent spaces 
Since coherent spaces are special kinds of dI-domains, our results in the previous 
section apply. However, the category of coherent spaces has some type constructions 
of its own, which we deal with now. Of course, for each construction of stable 
neighbourhoods, we still have to guarantee that the requirements set at the beginning 
of the previous section are met. 
A coherent space is a set of subsets F of a countable set E which satisfies 
l VxEF. y z x 3 y~9; 
l (X c F & Vx, YEX. xty) * U XEF. 
Sometimes we call members of 9 configurations. Let B be a coherent space. Then 
(9, Z) is a dI-domain with {{u} 1 {u}EF} as the set of its complete primes. 
There are two well-known categories of coherent spaces. One is the Cartesian- 
closed category of coherent spaces with stable functions, and the other is the 
monoidal-closed category of coherent spaces with linear, stable functions. As dis- 
covered by Girard [6], however, the stable-function space can be decomposed into 
two more basic constructions: the linear-function space, and the exponential. The 
exponential actually gives an adjunction between the two categories. Therefore, it is 
enough to deal with the monoidal-closed category in detail. 
We briefly review some useful constructions in the category of coherent spaces and 
linear maps. 
Tensor product. Let FO, F1 be coherent spaces. Their tensor product FO 0 Fl is the 
family of subsets which satisfies 
Linear Function Space. Let .FO,sl be coherent spaces. Their linear function space 
PO-F1 is the family of subsets which satisfies 
xEFO-oF1 0 l x~U.F~XU~~ & 
l Vy Z x. noyEFO * 7c1 yE.F1 & 
l [{eo,e&)EFo & (eo,el),(eb,el)ex] s- eo=eb. 
Any element x in F,, --o F1 determines a linear stable function Pt x, where 
Ptx(x,)={e,E IJS, 1 3eO~x0.(e0,el)Ex}. 
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Linear function space is coherent and is isomorphic to the linear functions from PO 
to 91. 
With respect to the tensor product and linear function space introduced above, we 
have the following isomorphism: 
Exponential. Let B be a coherent family. Its exponential !F is the family of subsets 
which satisfies 
It is obvious that if 9 is a coherent family then so is !9. The requirement that 
x consist of the finite elements of 9 ensures that there are countably many tokens 
in !9. 
Now we introduce constructions on the disjunctive spaces related to the tensor 
product, the linear function space, and the exponential. We show that all these 
constructions preserve compactness. We also give rules which indicate how these 
constructions interact with unions and intersections. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Y,,,Fl be coherent spaces and AEKSN(P~), BEKSN(~~). Then 
A @ BEKSN(~~ @ F1), where 
AOB=def{~~~~O~~13xO~A, x~EB. x,,xxl sfi”x), 
AA BEKSN(~~ - Fi), where 
A--OB=def{xE90~Fl 1 A q(Ptx)-‘B}, 
and !AEKSN(!P), where !A=def (x~!BIxnpA#@} 
Proof. Take the first conclusion as an example. Clearly, A 0 B is a Scott-open set. 
Now assume x,y~AgB and xT,v. Then there exist xO,xl~A, yO,yl~B such that 
xg xyrJ Cfin x, xi x y, gfiny. We have xO~xl and y,fy,. Therefore, xOnxl~A, 
y,nylEB. Also, (x,,nxl)x(yOnyl) sfi”xny. Hence, xnyEA@B. 
To check compactness we first show that (at 0 bf) is compact, where a, b are finite 
configurations of f10 and pl, respectively. Clearly, a x bE(at 0 bt). On the other 
hand, suppose uE(at @ bf). Then, by definition, there exist a’, b’, a E a’EFO, 
b G b’EFl, such that a’ x b’ sfi” u. Hence, a x b c~“‘u. We have shown that 
(4 0 bt)=(a x b)t; 
therefore, (at 0 br) is compact. By Proposition 2.6 and the fact that A 0 (Bu C)= 
(A 0 B)u(A 0 C) when Bn C=@, we deduce that any A 0 B is compact. 0 
From the proof we can see that 
z @Z= {xE~~ 0 9i I (eO,el)Ex}, 
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where%= {xOEYO 1 eo~xo} andz= (x1g9-i 1 e,Exl}. It is clear that by using finite 
union and finite intersection we can get all compact stable neighbourhood of gO 0 9i 
out of compact neighbourhoods of the form A 0 B. It is also clear that for 
x, YEF~ @ &, x c y if and only if XE(A @ B) implies ye(A @ B) for all AESN(F~), 
BESN(~-i). 
We remark that 
where~={x,~~,~e,~x,} and~={x,E~iIe,Ex,}. In fact, let XEF~-~~ and 
(eo,el)Ex. Then {e,} G Ptx{eo} and {e,jEp(Ptx)-‘z. So x6( G-z). Suppose, 
on the other hand, that XE( z-z). We have {eO}~@tx)-‘~. Therefore, 
Ptx{e,,) 2 {ei} and (eO,el)cx. 
By this observation, each compact stable neighbourhood of SO - F1 can be 
constructed out of A 4 B by using finite union and finite intersection. Also, for 
x, y~9,, - F1, x E y if and only if XE(A - B) implies yg(A --o B) for all A ESN(~~), 
BESN(~-i). 
Therefore, the constructions given in Theorem 4.1 do meet the requirements set at 
the beginning of Section 3. 
To suggest some proof rules, we present some results on the properties of the 
constructions given in Theorem 4.1 in the rest of the section. The not-so-hard proofs 
are left to the reader. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose Al, A,EKSN(F~), B1, B,EKSN(F~), where PO, Fl are co- 
herent spaces. Then 
Similar to Proposition 3.6, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. Let A, B, C, D be stable neighbourhoods and a a jinite configuration. 
Then with appropriate types we have 
AnB=@ + (AuB)-C=(A-C)n(B-C), 
AnB=@ + at-o(AuB)=(at-A)u(afAB), 
(A- C)n(BA D) E (AnB)-(CnD). 
Note the rule A’ G A & B c B’ 5 (AA B) E (A’- B’) is not valid. 
Proposition 4.4. Let XEF~ and YEF~ be jinite con$gurations and FO,Fl coherent 
spaces. We have e’Ey * (XT - yr) s ueEx( 7-T). 
For the exponential, we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.5. Let A, BcSN(B) and An B= 8. Then 
!(AuB)=(!A)u(!B). 
Of course, Definition 3.1 specializes down to coherent spaces. For coherent spaces 
Y0 and 9i with AEKSN(~,,), BEKSN(F~), we define 
A-+B = {x E ~o-+~l IA qJPtx)-‘B}. 
As a corollary of Theorem 3.4, we have A + BEKSN(~~+~~). It is well known that 
there is an isomorphism P: [gO -,91]-[!P00 9r]. Is it also true, under the 
isomorphism, that A+B - (!A)+ B, as one may expect? Of course. We have the 
following proposition, whose proof is omitted. 
Proposition 4.6. xcA-+B if and only if Gx@!A)--o B. 
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